Introduction
About the inverse eigenvalue problem, domestic and foreign relevant researchers have engaged in the research of this aspect, some progress. But for a paw form matrix inverse eigenvalue problem of function relationships of research there are few literature reports. This subject is to do some in-depth study of inverse eigenvalue problem, and to ensure the rational conclusion, and the calculation with the numerical example. Hopefully come out from the theory, a greater degree to guide practice, thus has significant theoretical value and practical significance.
Bring Forward the Question
Matrix eigenvalue problems frequently encountered in many fields of mathematics and science and technology is one of the core subject of numerical algebra, its research has important theoretical significance and application value. What we study is determined by eigen value and characteristics vector of the matrix elements, known as the inverse problem of matrix eigenvalues. The problem is ill-posed, so need to add some constraints. Matrix inverse eigenvalue problem, therefore, is to a certain restriction conditions, according to the information to determine matrix eigenvalue and characteristics vector of the element. Matrix inverse eigenvalue problem has a strong physical background and practical significance. It has a very wide range of sources, not just from the discretization of the inverse problem of mathematical physics, and from the solid mechanics, physics, quantum mechanics, automatic control and many other fields has important practical application value.
In this paper, we study eigenvalues of the matrix form of the inverse problem are as follows: 
Question A:Given two vary real number , λ µ and non-zero vector
are the characteristic pairs of J . Record
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The Solution of Problem
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(8) (4)and (5)we can get
By formulas (6) and (7) we can get 1 ( 2,3, , 1)
By formulas (8) and (9) we can get
Above all, for the question A, we can get
, so the question A has the only solution.
The Algorithm of Problem
This problem has no unique solution, termination.
( We can get 2 
It is easy to calculate 1 
